With the KOSMA 3-m telescope, 54 Herbig Ae/Be stars were surveyed in CO and 13 CO emission lines. The properties of the stars and their circumstellar environments are studied by fitting the SEDs. The mean line width of 13 CO (2-1) lines of this sample is 1.87 km s −1 . The average column density of H 2 is found to be 4.9 ×10 21 cm −2 for the stars younger than 10 6 yr, while drops to 2.5 × 10 21 cm −2 for those older than 10 6 yr.
Introduction
Although significant number of astrophysical processes such as outflow, inflow, disk, rotation have been observed towards high-mass star formation regions, it is still unclear whether high-mass stars form in the same way as low-mass counterparts. Thus detail studies of the circumstellar environment of young high-mass stars are especially important to understand their formation and evolution processes. However, most of high-mass stars are far away from us and deeply embedded in the clouds, which add to the difficulties of detailed studies. Intermediate-mass (3-8 M ⊙ ) pre-main-sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars are visible at optical and infrared wavelengths which share similar circumstellar properties with massive stars, therefore will provide clues in understanding the circumstellar structure of high-mass young stars. Additionally, since Herbig Ae (HAe) stars are the precursors of vega-type systems, investigations of their circumstellar environment are also important for planet formation studies.
Hebig Ae/Be stars are still located in molecular clouds. More and more observational evidences and detailed modeling of the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) strongly suggest the presence of circumstellar disks around Herbig Ae/Be stars (Hillenbrand et al. 1992; Chiang et al. 2001; Dominik et al. 2003) . To probe their surrounding gas properties especially to investigate the outer part of the disk and determine the mass and grain properties, millimeter observations are needed (Alonso-Albi et al. 2009 ). Recently, a handful of disks around Herbig Ae/Be stars have been spatially and spectrally resolved by optical and infrared (Boccaletti 2003; Eisner 2004; Monnier et al. 2008; Murakawa 2010; Perrin et al. 2006; Okamoto et al. 2009 ), as well as millimeter and sub-millimeter interferometric observations (Alonso-Albi et al. 2009; Fuente et al. 2006; Hamidouche 2010; Matthews et al. 2007; Öberg et al. 2010; Schreyer et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008) . However, the number of disks well studied at millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths is still very small, and more samples are needed. In addition, we now have more multi-wavelength datasets, including long-wavelength bands, than what were available for are found to be always optically thick with an average optical depth of 26.6. Since the 12 CO is optically thick, the excitation temperature T ex can be obtained according to Garden et al. (1991) :
where T bg = 2.73 K is the temperature of the cosmic background radiation, f ν = f 82 = The source size Θ s and the excitation temperature T ex can be calculated simultaneously from equ
(1) using 12 CO (2-1) and 12 CO (3-2) data together. To calculate the line ratios R 3,2 of the 12 CO (3-2) and the 12 CO (2-1), beam filling factor should be taken into account. The corrected line ratios R 3,2 can be obtained from: R 3,2 = f 82,130 · 
The SED
We have compiled the SEDs for 53 sources in the sample except MWC 614, which has not enough data to use for modeling. The optical (UBV) data are from Manoj et al. (2006) The SEDs are then modeled using the online 2D-radiative transfer tool developed by Robitaille et al. (2006) , which has been successfully tested by Robitaille et al. (2007) , on a sample of low-mass YSOs and by Grave & Kumar (2009) on high-mass protostars. The geometry in the models consists of a central star surrounded by a flared accretion disk, a rotationally flattened infalling envelope and bipolar cavities. The SED fitting tool uses 200,000 YSO model SEDs (20,000 sets of physical parameters and 10 viewing angles). The distance and visual extinction are the only two input parameters in the fitting process. During the fitting process, all the model SEDs in the grid are compared with the observed data, and the model SEDs that fit a source well can be picked out within a specified limit on χ 2 . For each source, a minimum of three data points -8 -that are of good quality are required by the SED model tool. In our sample, all the 53 sources have at least ten such data points, spreading over the wavelength region of 0.3 to 2600 µm, which can well constraint the models with least standard deviations (Robitaille et al. 2007 ). However, the two input parameters of the distance and visual extinction are far from fixed, which lead to the degeneracy of the models. In our cases, we assumed 30% uncertainty for each of the distances obtained from literatures, and varied the visual extinction A v from 0 to 30. Although the best fit model has the least χ 2 value, it may not actually represent the data very well (Grave & Kumar 2009 ). In order to find a representative set of values for each source, all the models are accepted and analyzed, which satisfy the criterion of χ 2 − χ 2 best < 3 × n data , where n data is the number of the data points. ranges from 7.5 to 54 with an average value of 27.7 before 10 6 yr, but the optical depth drops below 26.6 (the average value in this sample) after 10 6 yr, with an average value of 22.5. The excited temperature of CO ranges from 4.3 K to 33 K, with an average of 13.8 K. As shown in the right panel of Fig.5 , a decreased trend is found for the excited temperature with age. The decrease of the optical depth and excitation temperature with age may be due to the different gas dispersion mechanisms in which most of gas should be dispersed by outflows and stellar winds at the early evolutionary stage of the stars, and UV radiation and photodissociation play an important role in further gas dispersion as the stars evolve (Fuente et al. 2002) . Therefore only less dense molecular gas with low excitation temperature existed in outer envelope of late-type stars is observed at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths.
The properties of the stars
The ages of the sample stars spread from 10 3 yr to 10 7 yr. About 40% sample stars are younger than 10 6 yr, and the others are older than 10 6 yr. The average mass of the stars is 3.9 ± 2.2 M ⊙ . In the left panel of where the correlation coefficient r=0.64. Although the masses derived from the SED fitting seems slightly higher than those from literatures, they are found to agree with each other better than ±0.3 orders of magnitude. We also compare the effective temperatures of the stars obtained from SED fitting to those corresponding to the spectral types. We find the agreement of the effective temperatures obtained from the two independent methods for 80% of the sample sources is better than ±0.3 orders of magnitude. The average effective temperature of the sample stars is (1.1±0.6)×10 4 K. As shown in Fig.7 , the mass-luminosity function of the sample stars is found to be Log(L * /L ⊙ ) = (3.08 ± 0.17)Log(M * /M ⊙ ) + (0.48 ± 0.10), with the correlation coefficient r=0.93. Fig.3 and Table 4 , the interstellar extinctions A v range from 0 to 12 mag in our sample from the SED modeling. We find at early ages (< 10 6 yr), the optical and near-infrared fluxes of most of the HAe and HBe stars can not be simply fitted by a stellar photosphere with interstellar extinction, while the older ones (> 10 6 yr) can be well fitted, indicating huge amounts of circumstellar dust/gas exist at early ages, which causes large extinction and infrared excess.
The evolution of the SED
The shortest wavelength at which infrared excess is recognizable is around 2 µm. At early ages, the excess at sub-mm/mm regions is also very significant and HAe stars seem to have stronger sub-mm/mm excess than HBe stars at the same age.
The circumstellar envelopes and the disks
The left panel of Fig after 10 6 yr, and 25 sources older than 10 6 yr have zero envelope accretion rate, which means those sources can be explained by disk-only sources without infalling envelope.
We also find the envelope accretion rate decease with age after 10 5 yr following the shows the disk accretion rate as function of stellar age. The average disk accretion rate is
An average disk accretion rate of 3.6 × 10 −7 M ⊙ ·yr −1 is found for those sources younger than 10 6 yr, which is much lower than the corresponding envelope accretion rate, suggesting the envelopes dominate the accretion at early stages of star formation. However, after 10 6 yr, the envelope accretion halts (Ṁ env ∼ 0), while the disk accretion rate remains ∼ 1.6 × 10 −8 M ⊙ ·yr −1 . Additionally, the disk accretion rate deceases with age following the relationship:Log(Ṁ disk /M ⊙ · yr −1 ) = (−0.6 ± 0.1)Log(t/yr) + (3.5 ± 0.7), with the correlation coefficient r=0.6, nevertheless the disk accretion rate deceases much more slowly than the envelope accretion rate. Fig.10 presents the line intensity of the 12 CO (2-1) and 12 CO (3-2) as function of stellar age. It can be seen the CO line intensities of most of the sources younger than 10 6 yr are larger than 10 K km s −1 , and drop below 10 K km s −1 after 10 6 yr. The evolution behaviors of CO line intensity is very similar to that of envelope (see Fig.8 ), suggesting possible co-evolution between the envelope and the CO gas. We plot the line intensity of the 12 CO (2-1) and the 12 CO (3-2) as function of envelope mass in Fig.11 . Exclude those data with line intensities smaller than 1 K km s −1 , which have low signal-to-noise level or no detection of CO emission, the CO line intensity is well correlated with the envelope mass. For 12 CO (2-1), the relationship can be fitted by a power-law:
The relationship between CO gas and the envelope
where the correlation coefficient r=0.64. For 12 CO(3-2), the relationship can also be fitted by a power-law:
, with a correlation coefficient r=0.64. It seems that CO gas is associated with the envelopes.
Summary
We have surveyed 54 Herbig Ae/Be stars using the KOSMA 3-m telescope in the CO and the 13 CO emission lines. Together with SED modeling, we have investigated the properties of the circumstellar environments around those Herbig Ae/Be stars and explored their evolutionary characteristics. The main findings of this paper are as below:
(1).We have successfully detected CO emission towards 41 out of the 54 sources, and 28 of the 41 sources were surveyed in 13 CO (2-1) and 13 CO(3-2). The mean line width of the 13 CO (2-1) line width of this sample is 1.87 km s −1 , which is similar to that of intermediate-mass star formation regions (∼2 km s −1 ). The average column density of H 2 is found to be 4.9 × 10 21 cm −2 before 10 6 yr, while drops to 2.5 × 10 21 cm −2 after 10 6 yr.
(2).The SEDs of 53 sources are compiled and modeled using the online 2D-radiative transfer tool. From the SED fitting, we find 40% sample stars are younger than 10 6 yr, and the others are older than 10 6 yr. The average mass of the stars is 3.9 ± 2.2 M ⊙ . The mass-luminosity function of the sample stars can be described
(3).We find no significant difference among the SEDs of HAe stars and HBe stars at the same age and the infrared excess decreases with age for both HAe stars and HBe stars.
(4).The envelop masses decease with age after 10 5 yr. The average envelop accretion rate for the Herbig Ae/Be stars younger than 10 6 yr is 2.5 × 10 −5 M ⊙ ·yr −1 and drops below 10 −6 M ⊙ ·yr −1 after 10 6 yr. In our sample 25 sources older than 10 6 yr have zero envelop accretion rate. The average disk mass of the sample is 3.3 × 10 −2 M ⊙ . The disk accretion rate deceases with age, but more slowly than the envelope accretion rate.
(5).The CO line intensities of most of the sources younger than 10 6 yr are larger than 10 K km s −1 , and drop below 10 K km s −1 after 10 6 yr. The CO line intensity is well correlated with the envelope mass, suggesting possible co-evolution between the envelope and the CO gas. 9.21 ± 0.03 2.90 ± 0.06 1.61 9.51 ± 0.11 3.14 ± 0.33 1.34 Table 4 . The SED fitting results MWC 789 2.42 ± 0.77 6.24 ± 0.17 3.90 ± 0.37 2.81 ± 0.29 2.36 ± 0.10 4.12 ± 0.02 −6.47 ± 0.18 −1.02 ± 0.13 22.65 ± 6.39 2.43 ± 0.05 −6.49 ± 0.37 Table 4 -Continued
LkHA 208 The vertical and horizonal dashed lines are at age equalling 10 6 yr and 12 CO intensity corresponding to 10 K km s −1 , respectively. The dashed ellipses encircle the sources with low signal-to-noise level in CO emission. 
